
Aiming to be Inclusive

Adapting by outcome Adapting by support Adapting by resources Adapting  by pace

Everyone is given the same task, but it
is expected that the completed task
will vary in quality, length and
complexity depending on the levels
of ability of the pupils. If, for example,
the task is to record what they know
about a science topic, some pupils
may write several paragraphs, others
a few sentences and others a mind
map or a sketch. Very different
outcomes result from the same task or
piece of work.

All pupils are given the same task and
are expected to complete it to a
similar standard, but some pupils get
more support than others. This support
could vary widely from adding
structure to the task, e.g. writing
frames, or adult support may be
needed to complete a part of the
task.

All pupils are given the same task but
some pupils could be using a range of
scaffolding support such as mind
maps and task boards, manipulatives
in maths.
Resources can be other people e.g
LSAs, peers or children from other
classes.
ICT support may enable those that
struggle to write to record ideas more
easily.

All pupils are given the same task but
there may be a differentiated
expectation as to how much of it
needs to be completed in one go or
in a given amount of time.
Some pupils need to move forward
slowly, in small chunks, others may
need to move at a faster pace.
Opportunities may be given for some
pupils to have some pre-teaching,
overlearn and recap what they have
learned whilst others move forwards
to new concepts.

MFL Specific Strategies MFL Specific Strategies MFL Specific Strategies MFL Specific Strategies

Presentation of  vocabulary through
picture cards and repetition followed
by drawing and writing -
All 4 skills are practiced within the
lesson - Listening, Speaking, Reading
and Writing
Individual and pairs work.

Children learn through modeling of
vocabulary and repetition with
consolidation through writing and
drawing.
Children who find remembering
words more challenging gain
confidence from listening to their
peers and taking their turn later in the
process.

No differentiation by resource as
lessons largely teacher led with peer
to peer learning opportunities.

Recap prior learning through picture
cards to encourage confidence
Allowing pupils time to listen to peers
answers and regular repetition.


